
 

 

 
Frequently Asked Questions 

Q) Do you have to commit to performing for the entire month of the Edinburgh Festival 2020? 
Could we just do part of it? 

A) The Untapped Award is open to ensembles and theatre companies who wish to perform for the 
full four weeks of the Edinburgh Festival (7 – 31 August). 

Q) Can we still apply if we cannot make the shortlist showcase performance dates in January?  

A) No. Unfortunately, we need to see extracts from all the shortlisted shows and meet the 
companies, and these are the only dates the full shortlisting panel are meeting to make decisions.  

Q) We’re from outside of London, if we’re shortlisted, do we need to come to London to perform 
as part of the shortlist showcase? 
 
A) Yes, the shortlisting showcases will take place at New Diorama Theatre in London. However, we 
are able to offer financial support to groups travelling into London.  
 
Q) We are a comedy troupe, can we apply?  

A) No. This award is open to theatre ensembles and companies only.  

Q) I’m a solo performer with a one-person show. Can I apply? 

A) No, this award is specifically for support ensembles and larger theatre companies to take work to 
the Edinburgh Festival. We’re looking for groups whose shows will have a minimum of two 
performers on stage.  

Q) What do you mean by ensemble or theatre company?  

A) An ensemble is a group of artists who work together, over a period of time, to create a theatre 
that has a distinct voice and language. At New Diorama, we support companies who are not just 
coming together to make one single production, but who have an ongoing and growing artistic 
relationship.   

Q) The production we’d like to propose has been to the Edinburgh Festival before, are we eligible 
to apply?  



A) No. We’re looking for work that has never previously run at the Edinburgh Festival.  

Q) We won’t have a finished show by the end of January for the shortlist showcases, is that a 
problem? 
 
A) Not at all. We just want to see a taste of your work and a short extract which will indicate the 
quality and direction the final production will be heading in. 

Q) When will we hear if we have been shortlisted?  

A) All shortlisted companies will be contacted by Monday 27th January 2020.  

Q) If we miss the deadline are we able to email our application to you?  

A) No. All applications must be received by midnight on Wednesday 15th January via the online 
portal. 

Q) Our company is based outside the UK, can we apply?  

A) No, we can only accept applications from companies based in the UK ie. England, Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland.  

Q) What’s the name of Sirius Black’s brother in the popular Harry Potter series? 

A) Regulus Black. 

Q) Our company has two shows we think would be perfect but can’t decide which to submit, can 
we submit both?  

A) Yes, but make sure they’re separate entries on the portal so they can be assessed independently.  

Q) Who is involved in the shortlisting? How do you judge our application? 

A) For the Untapped Award, Underbelly, New Diorama and Oberon Books have recruited a diverse 
panel, representing artists, producers and creatives at all stages in their careers. This panel are 
deliberately spread all across the UK, to alert us to the best talent that may be applying through the 
scheme.  

Once all the applications have been received, they’re all read by our assessors and a long-list is 
created. This long-list is then re-assessed by the Underbelly, New Diorama and Oberon Books teams 
before being shortlisted. 

Q) I’m over 50, am I still allowed to apply? 

A) Yes! Like all New Diorama opportunities there are no age limits or restrictions on applying for any 
of our schemes. 

Q) I’m a student. Can I apply? 

A) Yes! 


